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Abstract. A regularization of the Cross-Newell equation is presented. It is based on
a secondary re-modulation along characteristics. This new characteristic Cross-Newell
equation is not isotropic (has preferred directions), but is universal (homogeneous in ε
and equation independent coefficients), has fourth derivatives, and generates localized
solutions that are bi-asymptotic to rolls. Re-modulation of rolls in the Ginzburg-Landau
equation is used for illustration of the theory.
1 Introduction
The Cross-Newell equation is a second-order partial differential equation that captures the mod-
ulation, phase singularities, bifurcations, and stability of steady periodic patterns in the plane.
It is derived via reduction, in the neighborhood of the family of periodic patterns, from a class
of nonlinear partial differential equations (e.g. Cross & Newell [5], Ercolani, et al. [6],
Hoyle [8], Cross & Greenside [4], and references therein). In standard form it is
τ(q)φT = −∇ ·
(B(q)q) , (1.1)
where q = (q1, q2) = ∇φ is the vector-valued modulation of the wavenumber and q = ‖q‖. The
functions τ(q) > 0 and B are determined from properties of the governing equations, and they
have a universal form. The independent variables here are scaled with
X = εx , Y = εy , T = ε2t , (1.2)
where 0 < ε 1 is a small parameter with ε−1 a measure of the size of the domain.
The regularized Cross-Newell equation is obtained by taking the perturbation expansion to the
next order
τ(q)φT = −∇ ·
(B(q)q)− ε2η∆2φ , (1.3)
(e.g. §2.5 of [6]). Here η > 0 is deduced from the governing equations and ∆ is the Laplacian in
(X, Y ). A key advantage of this regularization, in addition to smoothing, is that it is isotropic.
A disadvantage is that it is not homogeneous in ε and so reduces to the Cross-Newell equation in
the limit ε→ 0.
The Cross-Newell (CN) equation is invariant under rotations in the plane in the following
sense. Introducing rotated coordinates
Z1 = X + c1Y and Z2 = X + c2Y , c1 6= c2 ,
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in (1.1) leaves the form of the equation invariant, changing only the formulae for the coefficients.
There is no preferred direction in the CN equation. On the other hand there are special directions
in the plane, the characteristic directions, where the CN equation can be re-modulated to generate
fourth derivative terms.
The purpose of this paper is to follow these directions and introduce a new “regularization” to
the CN equation. This “characteristic Cross-Newell” (CCN) equation has a preferred direction and
so is not isotropic, but is universal (regularizing term is independent of ε, equation-independent
coefficients), generates localized solutions, and is generic (exists for an open set of wavenumbers).
The principal disadvantages are twofold: “regularization” is in quotes as the higher order term
may be destabilizing, and secondly the equation is valid in the zig-zag unstable regime only.
The CCN equation is
τ(q)φT = ±2
√
−∆zz φXY + κφXφXX +K φXXXX , (1.4)
where ∆zz is defined below, and φ is related to the modulation wavenumber as q = ∇φ with ∇
in (X, Y ) variables. The independent variables are re-scaled to assure that (1.4) is homogeneous
in ε, and are skewed to align with a characteristic direction
X = ε(x+ C±y) , Y = ε3y , and T = ε4t . (1.5)
Here C± are characteristics of the steady CN equation. There are two CCN equations, one
associated with each of the characteristics C±. The φXY term in (1.4) is a diagonalization of the
linearized CN equation (1.7) and this is shown in §2. The coefficient of “regularization”, K , may
be positive or negative. The significance and origin of the coefficients in (1.4) will be discussed in
§5. The most novel is κ which can be expressed in terms of the fluxes of a conservation law with
components (B,A ),
κ =
(
∂
∂k
+ C±
∂
∂`
)2 (
B + C±A
)
, (1.6)
where k = (k, `) is the wavenumber of the basic state. The conservation law is due to a symmetry
and is introduced in §3.1.
The equation (1.4) is obtained by re-modulation once the characteristics of the original CN
equation are known. The characteristic directions C± are obtained from the linearized CN equa-
tion, also called the phase diffusion equation, which can be written in the form
τφT = BkφXX + (B` +Ak)φXY +A`φY Y , (1.7)
where here we have reverted to the CN scaling (1.2). The coefficients on the right-hand side are
based on the (B,A ) conservation law (as in κ in (1.6), and discussed in §3.1). For now they are
just (k, `)−dependent scalars. Let
φ = φ̂ei(X+CY )
then the characteristics of the steady CN equation, denoted by C, satisfy the quadratic
A`C
2 + (B` +Ak)C +Bk = 0 ,
with roots
C± = −(B` +Ak)
2A`
± 1
A`
√
−∆zz , (1.8)
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where
∆zz := det
[
A` Ak
B` Bk
]
. (1.9)
It is shown in §2 below that a negative (positive) sign of ∆zz signals a zig-zag instability (stability).
The above formula shows that zig-zag instability is correlated with real characteristics. The region
of existence of rolls, denoted by D(k, `) ⊂ R2, splits into two regions D = D− ∪ D+, with D± the
subset of D where sign(∆zz) = ±1.
Henceforth we will assume that the characteristics are real: (k, `) ∈ D−. In principle the theory
goes through when the basic state is zig-zag stable and the characteristics are complex; that is,
(k, `) ∈ D+. But then the independent variables and coefficients in the resulting CCN modulation
equation are complex.
This strategy of using characteristic directions to re-modulate is motivated by the recent dis-
covery of Ratliff [9] that Whitham modulation theory always generates dispersion on a long
enough time scale when the characteristics are hyperbolic. The emergence of dispersion is shown
there by re-modulating Whitham theory along characteristic directions.
Although the equation (1.4) is not isotropic, there are three directions associated with the
theory. Firstly there is the angle ϑ induced by the choice of wavenumber vector
k = (k, `) = ‖k‖(cosϑ, sinϑ) , (1.10)
of the basic state. Secondly there are the characteristic angles induced by C± along which the
equation (1.4) is operational. Thirdly, the localized solutions of the steady version of (1.4) will be
aligned with a third angle (cf. §5.3).
Our strategy for deriving (1.4) is similar to the CN derivation, but with a new scaling valid
along characteristic directions. The starting point is an abstract set of nonlinear PDEs,
ut = Lu +N (u) , (1.11)
for some vector-valued unknown u(x, y, t), linear operator L and nonlinear operator N . However,
in order to achieve universality, whereby the coefficients in (1.4) are deduced from abstract prop-
erties of the governing equations rather than each specific equation, additional structure of the
governing equations is necessary. Firstly, the right-hand side of (1.11) is required to be of gradient
type. Secondly, we use an exact conservation law for steady periodic patterns in the plane. It is
the fluxes of this conservation law that generate A and B in (1.6) and (1.7).
Assuming a basic periodic pattern exists,
u(x, y, t) = û(θ,k) , θ = kx+ `y + θ0 , (1.12)
2pi−periodic in θ, the ansatz used in the Cross-Newell derivation is,
u(x, y, t) = û(θ + ε−1φ,k + q) + εw(θ + ε−1φ,X, Y, T, ε) , (1.13)
with X = εx, Y = εy, and T = ε2t, and q = ∇φ in these variables, is replaced by
u(x, y, t) = û(θ + εφ,k + ε2C(ε)q) + ε3w(θ + εφ,X, Y, T, ε) , (1.14)
but now with the characteristic scaled variables (1.5), and q = ∇φ also in the variables (1.5). The
precise form of the matrix C(ε) will be introduced in §5. In both (1.13) and (1.14) the term w is
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a remainder term. Expansion and substitution of these ansa¨tze into the governing equations, and
solvability, leads to the CN equation (1.1) in the case of (1.13) and to the CCN equation (1.4) in
the case of (1.14).
For illustration of the theory, it is applied to the real Ginzburg-Landau equation,
Ψt = Ψxx + Ψyy + Ψ− |Ψ|2Ψ , (1.15)
for complex-valued Ψ(x, y, t). Although this example is elementary, it contains all the key features
of the theory. The basic family of rolls, and the functions B(k, `) and A (k, `) can be obtained
explicitly, and the coefficients κ and K can be computed explicitly. It is found that K < 0 for all
admissable (k, `), and so the CCN equation provides a proper regularization of the CN equation
along characteristics.
An outline of the paper is as follows. First the linear equation (1.7) is analyzed in §2 for
characteristics, zig-zag instability, and the implications of re-scaling. Then in §3 the class of
governing equations and planar conservation law are introduced. A brief look at the derivation
of the classical CN equation is given in §4 to introduce the role of the conservation law, and
then in §5 a derivation of (1.4) is given. In §6 the theory is applied to the real Ginzburg-Landau
equation (1.15). Finally in the concluding remarks section some implications and other directions
are discussed.
2 The characteristic angles
The linear CN equation (1.7) can be diagonalized two ways
τφT = Bk
(
∂
∂X
+ γ1
∂
∂Y
)2
φ+
1
Bk
∆zz
∂2φ
∂Y 2
, γ1 =
(B` +Ak)
2Bk
, (2.1)
and
τφT = A`
(
∂
∂Y
+ γ2
∂
∂X
)2
φ+
1
A`
∆zz
∂2φ
∂X2
, γ1 =
(B` +Ak)
2A`
. (2.2)
A negative sign of either A` or Bk is associated with Eckhaus instability. The Eckhaus instability
or stability does not enter the theory in any way. On the other hand, regardless of the sign of A` or
Bk, it is clear that the linear system (1.7) is ill-posed when ∆zz < 0; that is, the zig-zag instability
criterion. Ill-posedness of (1.7) indicates that the basic periodic pattern is unstable. On the other
hand, as shown in (1.8), ∆zz < 0 is also the condition for real characteristics. Henceforth it is
assumed that the characteristics are real
∆zz < 0 ⇒ (k, `) ∈ D− . (2.3)
Our strategy is to remodulate the basic state using the characteristic coordinates (1.5). To see
the impact of the characteristic coordinates on the linear CN equation (1.7), let
Z1 = X + C
±Y = ε(x+ C±y) and Z2 = ε2Y = ε3y , (2.4)
and substitute into (1.7),
τφT = ±2ε2
√
−∆zz ∂
2φ
∂Z1∂Z2
+O(ε4) . (2.5)
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The new scaling (2.4) drives the pure second derivatives to higher order, leaving the cross-derivative
term only. When Z1 and Z2 are replaced by the symbols (1.5), we see how the first term in (1.4)
is generated. For consistency it is clear that the scaling T = ε2 should be modified to T = ε4t.
The equation (2.5) also indicates that the nonlinearity and the fourth order term in (1.4) should
be of order ε4. As we will see, all this will work with the right choice of ansatz (1.14).
3 The governing equations
The governing equations can be taken in the abstract form (1.11) with the requirement that the
right hand side is a gradient
ut =
δL
δu
,
for some functional L(u,ux,uy). However we will go one step further and Legendre transform L
in both the ux and uy directions. This leads to a multisymplectic gradient structure. Examples
of the transformation of functionals into multisymplectic form are given in [2] and [1]. We take as
a starting point that L is so transformed, with new vector-valued dependent variables Z(x, y, t),
L =
∫∫
D
[
1
2
〈JZx, Z〉+ 12〈KZy, Z〉 − S(Z)
]
dxdy , (3.1)
where Z ∈ R2n, D is an open subset of R2 3 (x, y), and 〈·, ·〉 is the inner product on R2n. The
matrices J and K are skew symmetric, and S : R2n → R is a generalized Hamiltonian function.
Taking the variational derivative and bringing time back in gives the following canonical form for
the governing equations.
MZt + JZx + KZy = ∇S(Z) . (3.2)
In this equation M is symmetric and positive semi-definite. In §6 the real Ginzburg-Landau (1.15)
is transformed to the structural form (3.2).
3.1 Symmetry in the plane and a conservation law
The steady equations have a conservation law which follows from the gradient structure of the
right hand side of (1.11) and (3.2). This conservation law is reminiscent of conservation of wave
action in Whitham theory (cf. Newell & Pomeau [7]). When the equations are in the form
(3.2) the conservation law can be given a tidy geometric form. Consider a one-parameter family
of steady solutions, Z(x, y, s), of (3.2) parameterized by s, an ensemble parameter, and suppose
it is a loop of solutions: Z(x, y, s+ 2pi) = Z(x, y, s) for all s. Introduce the functionals
B(Z) =
∮
1
2
〈JZs, Z〉 ds and A (Z) =
∮
1
2
〈KZs, Z〉 ds . (3.3)
Then a straightforward calculation confirms that
∂
∂x
B(Z) +
∂
∂y
A (Z) = −〈∇S(Z),MZt〉 . (3.4)
Hence, loops of steady solutions have an exact conservation law with components (B,A ). It is
the functions (B,A ), evaluated on the family of basic states, that appear in the coefficients it
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the linearized CN equation (1.7), in (1.6), and in the regularized characteristic CN equation (1.4).
However, to establish the connection between (3.4) and (1.4) it is Noether’s theorem applied to
(3.2) that is key. In particular we have
JZs = ∇B(Z) and KZs = ∇A (Z) , (3.5)
where here the gradient is with respect to the inner product
〈〈Z,W 〉〉 =
∮
〈Z,W 〉 ds := 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
〈Z,W 〉 ds . (3.6)
Later we will apply this theory to the basic periodic states, with s replaced by θ and averaging
over θ. It is the key identities (3.5), with Zs replaced by Ẑθ, that will connect the values of
the functionals (B(k, `),A (k, `)), and their derivatives, to the structure matrices J,K in the
governing equations (3.2).
3.2 The basic state
The basic state is a diagonal periodic pattern (roll) of the form
Z(x, y, t) = Ẑ(θ, k, `) , θ = kx+ `y + θ0 , (3.7)
with angle ϑ defined in (1.10), and it satisfies
(kJ + `K)Ẑθ = ∇S(Ẑ) , for all (k, `) ∈ D ⊂ R2 . (3.8)
This equation is a PDE if there is a cross section and an ODE otherwise. Solutions of (3.8) are
assumed to exist and be smooth functions of θ, k, ` for all (k, `) ∈ D = D− ∪ D+.
Evaluating the functionals B,A on this state and differentiating gives
Bk = 〈〈JẐθ, Ẑk〉〉 , B` = 〈〈JẐθ, Ẑl〉〉
Ak = 〈〈KẐθ, Ẑk〉〉 , A` = 〈〈KẐθ, Ẑl〉〉 .
(3.9)
The gradient structure assures that B` = Ak.
3.3 Linearization and solvability
Linearization of the governing equation (3.2) gives the following linear operator
L := D2S(Ẑ)− kJ d
dθ
− `K d
dθ
. (3.10)
We will use the same symbol L below when sketching the derivation of the CN equation where
the coefficients (k, `) are replaced by (k + q, `+ r) respectively. Differentiating (3.8) with respect
to θ, k, ` leads to equations that will be used in the modulation theory,
LẐθ = 0 , LẐk = JẐθ , LẐ` = KẐθ . (3.11)
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The first of these shows that Ẑθ is in the kernel of L, and we assume the kernel is no larger, so
kernel{L} = span{Ẑθ}. (3.12)
The other equations in (3.11) start the formation of two Jordan chains, one in the J direction and
one in the K direction. These Jordan chains will appear in the derivation of the CCN equation,
and their theory is developed in §5.2.
Throughout the modulation theory, and the construction of these Jordan chains, inhomogen-
eous equations involving the linear operator L will appear so a solvability condition is required.
That is, for equations of the form LV = F we have
LV = F is solvable if and only if 〈〈Zˆθ, F 〉〉 = 0. (3.13)
4 Re-appraisal of the coefficients in the CN equation
In this section a sketch of the derivation of the CN equation is given. The sole aim to show how
the coefficents in (1.7) can be expressed in terms of derivatives of B and A .
Given the basic state Ẑ in (3.7) the CN ansatz is
Z(x, y, t) = Ẑ(θ + ε−1φ, k + q, `+ r) + εW (θ + ε−1φ,X, Y, T ) , (4.1)
with X = εx, Y = εy and T = ε2t, and φ, q, r all functions of X, Y, T, ε. With these scalings,
φX = q , φY = r , and rX = qY . (4.2)
Expand everything in a Taylor series, e.g. W = W1 +O(ε), substitute into (3.2) and solve order
by order in ε. At zeroth order the governing equation for the basic pattern (with k 7→ k + q and
` 7→ `+ r) is recovered, and at first order we obtain
LW1 = φTMẐθ + J(qXẐk + rXẐ`) + K(qY Ẑk + rY Ẑ`) .
Applying the solvability condition (3.13) then gives
φT 〈〈Ẑθ,MẐθ〉〉+ qX〈〈Zˆθ,JZˆk〉〉+ rX〈〈Zˆθ,JZˆl〉〉+ qY 〈〈Zˆθ,KZˆk〉〉+ rY 〈〈Zˆθ,KZˆl〉〉 = 0 .
Taking into account that Ẑ is a function of k + q and `+ r, this equation is in fact nonlinear and
of the form
τφT =
∂
∂X
B(k + q, `+ r) +
∂
∂Y
A (k + q, `+ r) ,
with τ = 〈〈Ẑθ,MẐθ〉〉. Linearizing and replacing q = φX and r = φY then gives the linearized CN
or phase diffusion equation in standard form
τφT = BkφXX + (B` +Ak)φXY +A`φY Y , (4.3)
confirming (1.7).
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5 Derivation of the characteristic Cross-Newell equation
To derive the characteristic CN equation (1.4), we start with the scaled independent variables
X = ε(x+ C±y) , Y = ε3y , and T = ε4t . (5.1)
The revised modulation ansatz is
Z(x, y, t) = Ẑ(θ + εφ, k + ε2q, `+ ε2C±q + ε4r) + ε3W (θ,X, Y, T ) , (5.2)
with φ, q, r all functions of X, Y, T , and the relations
φX = q, φY = r, φXY = qY = rX . (5.3)
The novelty here, in addition to alignment with the characteristic direction, is the mixed modu-
lation of k and ` in (5.2) and this is inspired by the characteristic modulation theory in [9]. It
follows from (5.2) that the precise form of the matrix C(ε) in (1.14) is
C(ε) =
[
1 0
C± ε2
]
. (5.4)
In (5.2), the phase perturbation θ 7→ θ + εφ has been slowed down, and so everything can be
expanded in a regular Taylor series. The W expansion is
ε3W (θ,X, Y, T ) = ε3W3 + ε
4W4 + ε
5W5 + · · · .
Substitute into (3.2) and consider the εn terms for each order n. The ε0 equation recovers the
equation for Ẑ, the first order equation recovers the kernel condition (3.12), and the second order
equation recovers the identity q = φX . The equations start to get interesting at third order.
After some simplification, the terms remaining at this order are
LW3 = qX(J + CK)(Ẑk + CẐ`). (5.5)
Applying solvability gives
Bk + CBl + CAk + C
2Al = 0 , (5.6)
showing that this equation is solvable if and only if C = C±, that is, one of the characteristics
(1.8).
It will be shown below, in §5.2, that solvability of this equation generates a Jordan chain of
length four associated with (3.11), with the third generalized eigenvector denoted by ξ3. Thus,
the solution for W3 is
W3 = qXξ3 (mod Ker(L)) . (5.7)
The terms at fourth order in ε can be condensed into the form
L
(
W4 − φqX(ξ3)θ
)
= φY KẐθ − rLẐ` + qXX(J + C±K)ξ3 . (5.8)
The first two terms on the right hand side cancel by using (5.3) and (3.11). Now the equation is
of the form of the twisted Jordan chain (see §5.2) and so the solution is generated by the fourth
generalized eigenvector, ξ4, giving
W4 = φqX(ξ3)θ + qXXξ4 (mod Ker(L)) . (5.9)
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5.1 Fifth order
The equation at fifth order in ε is where the solvability condition produces the new equation (1.4).
Condensing terms, at fifth order we find
LW˜5 = qY (KẐk + C
±KẐ`) + rX(JẐ` + C±KẐl)
+qqX((J + C
±K)(Ẑkk + 2C±Ẑ`k + (C±)2Ẑ`` + (ξ3)θ)−D3S(Ẑ)(Ẑk + C±Ẑ`, ξ3))
+qXXX(J + C
±K)ξ4 + φTMẐθ ,
(5.10)
where W˜5 contains W5 and all other terms that can be shown to be in the range of L. The explicit
form of W˜5 is not needed as it will vanish identically when the solvability condition is applied.
Using (5.3), rX = qY , and so the first two terms combine. Then application of solvability to
this term gives
qY coefficient: 〈〈Ẑθ,JẐl + KẐk + 2C±KẐl〉〉 = Ak +B` + 2C±A` .
Using the formula for characteristics (1.8),
Ak +B` + 2C
±A` = ∓2
√
−∆zz .
The solvability condition for the qqX term is
−κ := 〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)(Ẑkk + 2C±Ẑlk + (C±)2Ẑll + (ξ3)θ)−D3S(Ẑ)(Ẑk + C±Ẑl, ξ3)〉〉 .
Calculating, and using the theory in [9], gives
κ = (∂k + C
±∂`)2(B + C±A ) ,
where the derivatives are taken with C± fixed. The coefficient of regularization is
qXXX coefficient: 〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)ξ4〉〉 = −K .
At this point the coefficient is just called −K , but we will see in the next section that this
coefficient emerges from the twisted Jordan chain theory. The coefficient of the φT term is the
same τ term as in the classical CN theory, the only difference being the definition of T .
Putting this all together, and re-introducing φ using q = φX , we obtain
τφT = ±2
√
−∆zz φXY + κφXφXX +K φXXXX . (5.11)
This completes the derivation of (1.4).
5.2 A twisted Jordan chain
There are two Jordan chains of length two in the linearization about a periodic pattern. They
were introduced in (3.11). However it is the combination of these two chains, what we call a
twisted Jordan chain, that appears in the derivation of (1.4). The first step in the chain is still
LẐθ = 0, but the second step is
L(Ẑk + C
±Ẑ`) = (J + C±K)Ẑθ .
9
We will show that this Jordan chain continues to length four. To formalize the chain, introduce
the notation {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4} with
ξ1 = Ẑθ , ξ2 = Ẑk + C
±Ẑ` and Lξ2 = (J + C±K)ξ1 .
The next element in the chain, if it exists, satisfies
Lξ3 = (J + C
±K)ξ2 . (5.12)
This equation is indeed solvable since
〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)ξ2〉〉 = 〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)ξ2〉〉
= 〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)(Ẑk + C±Ẑ`)〉〉
= 〈〈Ẑθ,J(Ẑk + C±Ẑ`)〉〉+ C±〈〈Ẑθ,K(Ẑk + C±Ẑ`)〉〉
= −Bk − C±B` − C±Ak − (C±)2A` .
This right-hand side vanishes identically when C± are characteristics (1.8). Hence the Jordan
chain has length three. It is immediate however that the length is four: there exists ξ4 satisfying
Lξ4 = (J + C
±K)ξ3 . (5.13)
The existence of ξ4 can be confirmed by calculating solvability or by noting that zero is an ei-
genvalue of multiplicity four of the operator pencil L − λ(J + C±K), since L is symmetric and
J + C±K is skew-symmetric.
The ξ3 chain equation (5.12) is of central importance in the third-order equation (5.5), and
the ξ4 chain (5.13) if of central importance in the fourth-order equation (5.8).
For the chain to terminate at four, the equation
Lξ5 = (J + C
±K)ξ4 ,
should be not solvable; that is
〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)ξ4〉〉 6= 0 .
Call this right-hand side −K . It is this K that appears as the “regularizing” coefficient of the
fourth derivative term in (1.4).
5.3 Localized solutions along the third direction
The steady part of (1.4) is the KdV equation in the wavenumber q = φX ,
qY +
(∂k + c∂l)
2(B + cA )
±2√∆L
qqX +
K
±2√∆L
qXXX = 0. (5.14)
Rescale variables to put the KdV in standard form; let
X = αX˜, Y = βY˜ , q = γq˜ , (5.15)
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and choose α, β, γ such that
γ
β
=
γ2
α
(∂k + c∂l)
2(B + cA )
±2√∆L
=
γ
α3
K
±2√∆L
, (5.16)
then we have
q˜Y˜ + q˜q˜X˜ + q˜X˜X˜X˜ = 0. (5.17)
This equation has the standard KdV solitary wave. However, it is not dynamic, it just appears at
some angle. This is the third angle of the theory. Let
ζ = X˜ − c3Y˜ and q˜(X˜, Y˜ ) = q̂(ζ) .
Then q̂ satisfies the usual ODE −c3q̂′ + q̂q̂′ + q̂′′′ = 0 with solitary wave
q˜(X˜, Y˜ ) = 3c3 sech
2
(√
c3
2
(X˜ − c3Y˜ )
)
. (5.18)
This “solitary wave” is bi-asymptotic to rolls as ζ → ±∞.
6 Example: Ginzburg-Landau equation
Consider the real Ginzburg-Landau (RGL) equation in two space dimensions,
Ψt = Ψxx + Ψyy + Ψ− |Ψ|2Ψ , (6.1)
for the complex-valued function Ψ(x, y, t). There are a number of ways to write the equation in
the multisymplectic form (3.2). Let
u =
(
u1
u2
)
with u1 + iu2 = Ψ ,
and introduce derivatives p = ux and r = uy. Then the RGL equation in real coordinates isI 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
up
r

t
+
0 −I 0I 0 0
0 0 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
J
up
r

x
+
0 0 −I0 0 0
I 0 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
up
r

y
=
δS/δuδS/δp
δS/δr
 ,
with
S = 1
2
‖u‖2 + 1
2
‖p‖2 + 1
2
‖r‖2 − 1
2
‖u‖4 .
However a more elegant formulation is obtained by adding the cross derivative equation py = rx.
This requires a new coordinate w. S(Z) remains the same, although we now think of Z as having
real dimension 8. The matrix M is the same with an extra vector row and column of zeros, and
the matrices J and K are now
Z =

u
p
r
w
 , J =

0 −I 0 0
I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 −I 0
 , K =

0 0 −I 0
0 0 0 −I
I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
 . (6.2)
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The structure matrices J and K are now invertible, and each generate standard symplectic struc-
tures. Moreover, the three matrices {J,K,JK} generate a representation of the quaternions,
although that property will not be needed here.
The basic state is the family of rolls Ψ = Ψ̂eiθ, with θ = kx+ `y, which in real coordinates is
u(x, y, t) = Rθû(k, `) with Rθ :=
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
]
,
and the full 8−dimensional representation
Ẑ(θ, k, `) = GθẐ(k, `) , Gθ = Rθ ⊕Rθ ⊕Rθ ⊕Rθ , Ẑ(k, `) =

û(k, `)
kJ2û(k, `)
`J2û(k, `)
0
 , (6.3)
where J2 is the action of J on R2. Substituting this representation into the governing equations
gives
k2 + `2 + ‖û‖2 = 1 . (6.4)
From this we get that the set of existence is the unit disc
D(k, `) = {(k, `) ∈ R2 : k2 + `2 < 1} .
Evaluating the basic state on the components of the conservation law gives
B(k, `) = k‖û‖2 = k(1− k2 − `2) and A = `‖û‖2 = `(1− k2 − `2) . (6.5)
The characteristics are
C± = −(B` +Ak)
2A`
± 1
A`
√
−∆zz .
From (6.5) the terms are
A` = 1− k2 − 3`2 , B` = Ak = −2k` ,
and
∆zz = det
[
Bk B`
Ak A`
]
= det
[
1− 3k2 − `2 −2k`
−2k` 1− 3`2 − k2
]
= (1− 3k2 − 3`2)‖û‖2 .
Real characteristics exist in the annulus
D− = {(k, `) ∈ D : ∆zz < 0} = {(k, `) ∈ D : 1 > k2 + `2 > 1
3
}
.
The existence region (boundary in red) and zig-zag unstable region (inner boundary in blue) are
shown in Figure 1. The CCN equation is operational at all points in the annulus. Since B and
A are explicitly known, it is straightfoward to compute all the coefficients in the CCN equation.
The first two are
φXY : −Ak −B` − 2C±A` = 4k`− 2C±(1− 3`2 − k2) (6.6)
φXφXX : (∂k + C
±∂`)2(B + C±A ) = −6k − 6C±`− (2k + 4`)(C±)2 − 6(C±)3` . (6.7)
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Figure 1: Existence and zig-zag regions in the k, ` plane.
To obtain an explicit expression for the coefficient of φXXXX requires computation of the twisted
Jordan chain. This computation is a bit lengthy but worth doing as it will tell us whether the
fourth derivative term is regularizing or destabilizing.
For the computation of K , we need the operator L. It is
L =

A kJ2 `J2 02
−kJ2 I2 02 `J2
−`J2 0 I2 −kJ2
02 −`J2 kJ2 02
 , (6.8)
where
A = (k2 + `2)I2 − 2ûûT , J2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. (6.9)
The first element in the Jordan chain is Ẑθ which is obtained by differentiating Ẑ in (6.3),
Ẑθ = Gθ

J2û
−kû
−lû
0
 . (6.10)
To obtain ξ2 we need Ẑk and Ẑ`. They are
Ẑk = Gθ

− k‖û‖2 û
‖û‖2−k2
‖û‖2 J2û
− k`‖û‖2J2û
0
 and Ẑ` = Gθ

− l‖û‖2 û
− k`‖û‖2J2û
‖û‖2−`2
‖û‖2 J2û
0
 . (6.11)
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To obtain ξ3 we need to solve Lξ3 = (J + C
±K)(Ẑk + C±Ẑ`),
ξ3 = Gθ

0
−k−C±`
‖û‖2 û
−C±k−(C±)2`
‖û‖2 û
0
 . (6.12)
The expressions for ξ2 and ξ3 are particular solutions, and an arbitrary amount of homogeneous
solution (kernel of L) can be added. However, the homogeneous terms cancel out in the calculation
of K .
We do not need to calculate ξ4. Using the Jordan chain (5.2), we have
K = −〈〈Ẑθ, (J + C±K)ξ4〉〉
= 〈〈(J + C±K)ξ1, ξ4〉〉
= 〈〈Lξ2, ξ4〉〉
= 〈〈ξ2,Lξ4〉〉
= 〈〈ξ2, (J + C±K)ξ3〉〉.
Substituting ξ2 = Ẑk + C
±Ẑ` and ξ3 into this formula then gives
K = − 1‖û‖2 (1 + (C
±)2)(k + C±l)2 , (6.13)
which is strictly negative and therefore stabilizing. The coefficient of the φT term is
τ = 〈〈MẐθ, Ẑθ〉〉 = ‖û‖2 .
Hence, the CCN equation for modulation of the rolls along characteristic directions is then
(1− k2 − `2)φT =
(
4k`− 2C±(1− 3`2 − k2))φXY
+
(
− 6k − 6C±`− (2k + 4`)(C±)2 − 6(C±)3`
)
φXφXX
− 1‖û‖2
(
1 + (C±)2
)
(k + C±`)2φXXXX = 0 .
(6.14)
This equation is asymptotically valid in the annulus in Figure 1. The outer boundary of the
annulus is determined by the region of existence. The inner boundary, the blue border in Figure 1
is the curve along which ∆zz = 0. This singularity corresponds to coalescing characteristics. Along
this curve there is only one characteristic and the theory breaks down. However one can again re-
modulate. A theory for coalescing characteristics in Whitham theory for time evolution equations
has been developed in [3] and could be adapted to this setting. Based on this theory, it is expected
that re-modulation will generate a two-way Boussinesq equation, leading to a replacement of the
φXY term with a φXY Y term.
7 Concluding remarks
The theory is valid in an open set of wavenumbers, D−, determined by the intersection of the set
of existence D(k, `) with the set of wavenumbers where ∆zz < 0. This set is a large open set with
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the same Lebesgue measure as the existence set D. In the RGL example it is an annulus. If we
can cover the complement, D+, where ∆zz > 0, then the CCN equation would be asymptotically
valid in the same region as the CN equation. Hence the most intriguing potential new direction is
the case where the characteristics are complex. Mathematically it looks possible, X = ε(x+C±y)
would be complex and the coefficients in the CCN equation would be complex, but the details
of the complexification of the Jordan chain, and the physical interpretation of a complex CCN
equation are not clear.
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